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" Advanced methods are needed for the use of detailed hydrocarbon chemistry in simulations.
" We demonstrate a method for accelerating chemistry calculations in CFD.
" We simulate a bluff-body-stabilized non-premixed turbulent methane/air flame.
" NOx and CO emissions have been accurately and efficiently modeled.
" Combustion models have no impacts on reduced description of reactive flows.
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The use of large chemical mechanisms of hydrocarbon fuels in turbulent flame simulations is computa-
tionally expensive due to the large number of chemical species and the wide range of chemical time
scales involved. The reduced description of reactive flows in combination with chemistry tabulation
can effectively reduce the simulation time when detailed chemical kinetics is employed in multi-dimen-
sional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFDs). In this study, this approach is applied to simulate a bluff-
body-stabilized non-premixed flame with the eddy dissipation concept (EDC) and transported probability
density function (PDF) combustion models. In the calculations, the 31 chemical species in the GRI-Mech
1.2 mechanism are partitioned into represented species and unrepresented species. The reactive system
is described in terms of a smaller number of represented species instead of the full set of chemical species
in the mechanism; and the evolution equations are solved only for the represented species. The In Situ
Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) approach is employed to speed the chemistry calculation by tabulating infor-
mation of the reduced system. The simulations show that a reduced description with 13 represented spe-
cies and three atomic elements in the unrepresented species agrees well with the full description that has
31 species while achieving a speed-up factor of up to three. Compared to experimental data, the PDF
model yields more accurate predictions in the composition fields of upstream locations than EDC. The
impact of the reduced description on NOx emissions is also studied by performing the full and reduced
descriptions of the flame with GRI-Mech 3.0. The study shows that a reduced description with a total 16
represented species, including three nitrogen-containing species, agrees well with the full description
and incurs less than 5% error in NO predictions. Moreover, in this study, an efficient initialization proce-
dure is first demonstrated for the CFD calculations with detailed chemistry.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Realistic modeling of chemically reactive flows burning hydro-
carbon fuels involves a large number of chemical species, which
participate in tens to thousands of chemical reactions occurring
simultaneously within a complex flow field [1]. For example, a de-
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n).
tailed mechanism for iso-octane [2] contains more than eight hun-
dred species that participate in more than three thousand
reactions. Currently, it is computationally prohibitive to directly
incorporate detailed chemical kinetics in multi-dimensional simu-
lations due principally to the large number of species involved and
the wide range of chemical time scales present, although its use is
essential for a reliable prediction of ignition and extinction phe-
nomena, and emissions such as CO and NOx. To meet this chal-
lenge, significant progress has been made in methodologies and
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algorithms that rationally reduce the computational burden im-
posed by the use of detailed chemical kinetics in CFD [1,3–32].
Among the available techniques, three frequently used in the liter-
ature are: the development of skeletal mechanisms from large de-
tailed mechanisms by the elimination of inconsequential species
and reactions [9–13]; dimension-reduction techniques [14–27];
and storage/retrieval methodologies such as in situ adaptive tabu-
lation (ISAT) [28,29], repro-modeling [30], piecewise implementa-
tion of solution mapping (PRISM) [31], and artificial neural
networks (ANNs) [32].

In recent years, combined methodologies have also been devel-
oped, wherein reduced mechanisms or dimension reduction meth-
ods are used in conjunction with storage/retrieval methods
[18,33–35]. For example, a reduced description of reactive flows
was recently developed by Ren et al. [35] by exploiting, in combi-
nation, techniques of dimension reduction and storage retrieval to
effectively reduce the computational cost of detailed chemical
kinetics in CFD. It can be implemented in a species-transport-
equation-based CFD solver or a particle-based (such as PDF meth-
ods) CFD solver. In this approach, the full set of ns chemical species
in mechanism are partitioned into nrs represented species and nus

unrepresented species (with nrs + nus = ns). A flow solver solves
the evolution equations only for the nrs represented species instead
of for the full set of ns chemical species. Only when necessary, the
nus unrepresented species are reconstructed assuming that they are
in constrained chemical equilibrium. The ISAT method is employed
to speed the chemistry calculation by tabulating information of the
reduced system. Hence the approach determines and tabulates
in situ the necessary information of the reduced system based on
the ns-species detailed mechanism. In [35], the approach was
validated in both premixed and non-premixed methane/air
laminar flames. With the GRI-Mech 1.2 mechanism consisting of
31 species, with a relatively moderate decrease in accuracy, the
reduced descriptions (with 12–16 represented species) achieve
an additional speedup factor of up to three compared to the
full description with ISAT, which has already achieved at least
one order of magnitude speed up compared to the ones without
ISAT.

In this work, this reduced description approach is further inves-
tigated in turbulent flame calculations in the context of different
combustion models. Specifically, reduced descriptions of a bluff-
body-stabilized non-premixed turbulent flame [36] are performed
with the eddy dissipation concept (EDC) [37] and transported
probability density function (PDF) combustion models [38]. The
accuracy and efficiency of the reduced descriptions are assessed
against the full descriptions in which all the chemical species are
transported. Particularly, the impact of the combustion models
on the accuracy of the reduced description will be investigated
and the impact of reduced description on NOx emission prediction
will be quantified. Moreover a computationally efficient initializa-
tion procedure is first demonstrated for numerical calculations
with detailed chemistry. The outline of the remainder of the paper
is as follows. In Section 2, the reduced description of reactive flows
with tabulation of chemistry is briefly reviewed. The calculation
details and results are reported in Sections 3, and Section 4 pro-
vides conclusions.
2. Reduced description of reactive flows with tabulation of
chemistry

In this section we briefly describe the notions and steps in the
reduced description; full details are provided in [35]. We consider
a reacting gas-phase mixture consisting of ns chemical species,
composed of ne elements. The thermo-chemical state of the mix-
ture (at a given position and time) is completely characterized by
the pressure p, the mixture enthalpy h, and the ns-vector z of spe-
cific moles of the species. (The specific moles of species i is given as
zi = Yi/wi, where Yi and wi are the mass fraction and molecular
weight of the species i, respectively. In reactive flow calculations,
the species concentrations are governed by two processes: chemi-
cal reaction and transport. We consider the important class of solu-
tion methods in which a splitting scheme is used, where the
chemical reaction and transport processes are accounted for in
two separate sub-steps. Due to chemical reactions, the composi-
tion z evolves in time according to the following set of ordinary dif-
ferential equations (ODEs):

dz
dt
¼ sðzÞ ð1Þ

where S is the ns-vector of chemical production rates determined by
the chemical mechanism used to represent the chemistry.

2.1. Reduced representation of chemistry

In the reduced description via dimension reduction, species are
decomposed as z = {zr, zu}, where zr is an nrs-vector of ‘‘repre-
sented’’ species, and zu is an nus-vector of ‘‘unrepresented’’ species
(with nrs + nus = ns and nrs < ns � ne). The reduced representation of
the chemistry is rBfzr; zu;eg, where zu,e is an ne-vector giving the
specific moles of the elements in the unrepresented species (for
atom conservation). The elements in the unrepresented species
are needed when reconstructing the unrepresented species using
constrained equilibrium. Thus r is a vector of length nr = nrs + ne,
and the dimension of the system is reduced from ns to nr. At any
time, the reduced representation r is related to the full composi-
tion z by r ¼ BT z, where B is a known constant ns � nr matrix which
can be determined for a specified set of represented species. The
thermo-chemical state of the reduced reactive system is repre-
sented by frðx; tÞ; hðx; tÞ; pðx; tÞÞg. With assigned thermal and trans-
port properties, the elements in the unrepresented species zu,e are
treated as ‘‘notional’’ species in the reduced description.

2.2. Steps in reduced description

In the reduced description, only the transport equations for the
reduced composition ~r ¼ fr; hg are solved. Note that the unrepre-
sented elements zu,e do not have chemical reaction source terms.
Chemical reactions are separated into a single reaction fractional
step, where the effect of chemical reactions on the reduced compo-
sition is addressed through ‘‘species reconstruction’’ using con-
strained equilibrium [16–21] and the evaluation of reaction
mapping in the full composition space. Specifically, the change in
reduced composition due to chemical reactions is addressed
through the following three major steps. The first step is the spe-
cies reconstruction, i.e. given the initial reduced composition
~rð0Þ, the initial full composition before reaction, denoted by
UCEð0Þ ¼ fzCE;h; pg is obtained by assuming that the unrepresented
species are in constrained chemical equilibrium at the cell (or par-
ticle) pressure and enthalpy, subject to the constraints of the rep-
resented species and the unrepresented elements. The
constrained-equilibrium composition is computed using the CEQ
[39] code. The second step is to obtain the reaction mapping. The
set of ODEs Eq. (1) (together with the energy variable) is integrated
numerically in the full space for a reaction time step Dt to obtain
the reaction mapping (i.e. the composition after reaction) of all
the species, UðDtÞ. The final step is reduction, i.e. from the obtained
reaction mapping, UðDtÞ, extract the reaction mapping of the re-
duced composition denoted by Rð~rÞB~rðDtÞ using r ¼ BT z. Note that
a different approach for the second step [18,33] is to integrate the
rate equations for the constraint potentials, which is more
economical than integrating the ODEs (Eq. (1)) directly. In our
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implementation, the former approach is adopted for the ease of
combining dimension reduction method with ISAT.

In the reduced description with tabulation of chemistry, ISAT
[28,29] is employed to accelerate the determination of the reduced
composition after reaction. Briefly stated, an ISAT table stores pairs
of reduced compositions before and after reaction f~r;Rð~rÞg to-
gether with the gradient matrix Aij ¼ @Ri=@~rj, so that given a new
query ~rð0Þ to be evaluated, the corresponding value ~rðDtÞ can be
retrieved from the table with linear approximation (if it is within
the user-specified error tolerance). As needed, pairs of values
f~r;Rð~rÞg together with the gradient matrix are added to the table
by the above three-step processes. Hence, in the reduced descrip-
tion the reduction/tabulation approach determines and tabulates
in situ the necessary information about the nr-dimensional reduced
system based on the ns-species detailed mechanism. With the re-
duced description, given the same specified ISAT storage, the ISAT
table with nr dimensions is capable of covering more of composi-
tion space than is the ISAT tabulation of the full ns dimensions.
Also, the ISAT retrieval is faster than that in the full description.
Consequently, a simulation with the reduced description may ini-
tially be not much faster than that with full description due to
the extra constrained equilibrium calculations when adding en-
tries in ISAT table, but iterations can be substantially faster at later
times when the ISAT table is retrieved.
2.3. Specification of represented species

In the present implementation of reduced description, a speci-
fied set of represented species is needed as constraints to perform
dimension reduction. The specification of represented species is
crucial for the accuracy of reduced description [35]. In the current
implementation, the represented species can be specified manually
or by a more automatic optimal specification [45,46] using the
greedy algorithm based on the minimization of the reaction map-
ping error of a representative combustion process in partially stir-
red reactors.
Fig. 1. Sketch of the computational domain.
3. Numerical simulations

In this study, the reduced description with chemistry tabulation
is implemented in the CFD package Fluent. It can be used with the
EDC, laminar finite rate model or transported PDF model together
with detailed/skeletal chemical mechanisms. The reduced descrip-
tion is valid for both premixed and non-premixed flames. Chemical
mechanisms are straightforwardly imported through a graphic
interface, where the represented species can be specified. The flow
solver solves the conservation equations of mass, momentum, en-
ergy and species. The transport properties of the notional species
can be specified to be constants or to be the arithmetic average
of those of all the represented species. The thermodynamic proper-
ties of the notional species (i.e. the unrepresented elements) are
specified to be those of the corresponding species in standard
states except for element C, which is specified to be those of gas-
eous species C(s). Note that the specification of thermodynamic
properties is insignificant if the mixture enthalpy h is employed
to represent energy.

The reduced description approach here is investigated in a
bluff-body-stabilized non-premixed turbulent flame, namely
HM1 [34] in the context of different combustion models. In this
flame, a methane–hydrogen fuel jet is surrounded by a bluff body
and a co-flowing air stream. The diameter of the bluff body, Db, is
0.05 m, and that of the jet is 0.0036 m. Numerical modeling of this
flame has been extensively performed [40–45]. It was found that it
is essential for any turbulence model to capture the complex flow
structure to describe the flame physics accurately. The flame is
stabilized by recirculation zones near the solid bluff body, with
strong turbulent mixing initiating and maintaining the reactions.
The emphasis of the simulations in this study is to assess the
robustness of reduced description (in the context of different com-
bustion models), to assess the accuracy and efficiency against the
full description in which all the chemical species are transported,
the impact of the combustion models on the accuracy of the re-
duced description, and the impact of reduced description on NOx
emission predictions. Both full and reduced descriptions of this
flame are performed with the EDC model [37] and the PDF model
[38], respectively.

The EDC model is a species-transport-equation-based combus-
tion model, which assumes that chemical reactions occur in small
scale turbulent structures embedded in CFD cells and calculates a
volume fraction of small scale eddies in which the reactions occur.
Combustion at the fine scales is assumed to occur as a constant
pressure perfectly stirred reactor. It can incorporate detailed chem-
ical mechanisms and turbulence-chemistry interactions in simula-
tions, and is completely different from eddy break-up model. The
transported PDF model employed in the calculations is the compo-
sition PDF method, which is implemented through a hybrid mesh–
particle method based on a finite difference flow solver and a
Lagrangian PDF particle method [41]. Specifically, the flow solver
computes the velocity vector and passes the mean velocity vector
and turbulence quantities to the PDF particles. The information on
the fixed finite difference grid points will be interpolated to the
Lagrangian particles with varying locations. The particles advance
temporally in the physical space following the velocity field and
the composition varies due to molecular mixing and chemical reac-
tion. At the end of the particle evolution, density and transport
properties are statistically deduced from the particles and fed back
to the flow solver for the advancing of the flow fields. PDF methods
offer the ability to accurately resolve finite-rate chemistry and the
turbulence-chemistry interactions without any assumption.

In this study, the performance of reduced description in the
context of these two widely-accepted combustion models is stud-
ied in the bluff-body-stabilized turbulent flame.

3.1. Simulation settings

The computational domain is illustrated in Fig. 1. With the ori-
gin of the co-ordinate system being taken at the center of the fuel
jet exit plane, the axisymmetric computational domain extends ten
jet diameters upstream. The domain is discretized with a non-uni-
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Fig. 2. Contours of Favre mean temperature (K) from CTS and EDC with full
description.
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form Hex mesh of about 45,000 computational cells. The flow sol-
ver solves the conservation equations of mass, momentum, turbu-
lence quantities, energy and species with constant transport
properties. The chemical mechanism employed is GRI-Mech 1.2
[46] that has four elements, 31 species and 175 reactions. All cal-
culations are performed with the ISAT error tolerance of 5 � 10�5

and the allowed ISAT table size of 500 Mbytes. In the reduced
description, the following 13 species are chosen to be the repre-
sented species: H2, H, O, O2, OH, CH3, CH4, CO2, CH2O, CO, H2O,
HO2, N2. Since the element N is fully represented by the species
N2, only the unrepresented elements C, H and O are considered
as notional species denoted as UC, UH, and UO, respectively. This
specification of the represented species is obtained using the gree-
dy algorithm based on the minimization of the reaction mapping
error of methane/air combustion in a partially stirred reactor
[47,48]. Interestingly, the identified represented species are coinci-
dentally identical to the major species in the 13-species reduced
mechanism [49] for lean methane–air flame developed from GRI-
Mech 1.2, where the major species are the slow species identified
using computational singular perturbation [27,28]. The details of
the settings are listed in Table 1. For EDC and PDF, default model
parameters are employed in the calculations.

3.2. Initialization

For simulations with detailed chemical kinetics, the initial solu-
tion has significant impact on convergence and computational effi-
ciency. In this work, the characteristic time scale (CTS) model with
tabulation of chemical equilibrium [50] is used to generate initial
solutions for subsequent calculations. In the initialization phase
with CTS, the full set of chemical species are transported and the
rate of change of the ith chemical species in a CFD cell due to
chemical reactions is given by:

dzi

dt
¼ � zi � zeq

i

s
ð2Þ

where zeq
i is the local instantaneous thermodynamic equilibrium

composition, and is s a characteristic time scale determined by both
the flow field and chemical time scale [50]. The CTS model implies
that species react toward their local chemical equilibrium state over
the characteristic time, and is suitable for a wide range of turbulent
reactive flows. The chemical equilibrium composition is efficiently
evaluated using ISAT (with a large error tolerance of 1 � 10�3 for
better efficiency in the initialization phase). For this initialization
phase, the whole CFD domain was assigned with pure air of
2000 K at the beginning and it requires about 3000 iterations to
establish a realistic flame shape.

Fig. 2 shows the predictions of temperature from both CTS and
EDC (full description). As shown, the CTS model yields a realistic
initial flame shape for subsequent simulations. For the simulation
with EDC, the initialization process by CTS accounts for less than
Table 1
Numerical conditions selected for computing the bluff-body-stabilized non-premixed turb

Domain Axisymmetric

Solver Pressure-based with implicit formulation
Turbulence model Standard k–e with Cl = 0.09, Ce1 = 1.6, Ce2 = 1.92, r
Mixing model EMST with Cu = 2.0
Number of particle per cell 20
Wall treatment Low Reynolds number model
Discretization schemes Standard for pressure; SIMPLE for pressure–velocit
Material Incompressible ideal gas; mixing law for Cp; mass

mass diffusivities
H2/CH4 Fuel stream (1:1 in

volume)
Axial velocity 118 m/s with turbulent intensity 10

Coflowing air stream Velocity profile from experimental data with turbu
0.5% of the whole simulation time. Hence the CTS model is a com-
putationally efficient way to provide good initial solutions for cal-
culations of general reactive flows with detailed chemical kinetics.

3.3. Results

In this study, the loss in accuracy as well as the gain in run-time
of the reduced description is reported by comparing against the full
description with ISAT. Plots are presented for temperature, OH and
NO mass fractions. The OH species is representative of the impor-
tant intermediate species. The impact of the reduced description
on the convergence of the simulations is also reported.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the contours of temperature and radical OH
from the full and reduced descriptions with EDC and PDF, respec-
tively. As shown, for each model, the reduced description with
13 represented species agrees well with the full description. For
the two combustion models, EDC predicts a thinner flame with a
higher flame temperature than PDF since the EDC model does
not account for scalar fluctuations.

A more quantitative comparison between the simulations and
experimental data is given in Figs. 5 and 6, which show the radial
profiles of temperature and OH at different axial locations. The re-
duced description primarily involves two errors: (i) the tabulation
error due to the use of ISAT; and (ii) the reduction error due to
the use of fewer represented species. The tabulation error is con-
trolled by the specified ISAT error tolerance, and the reduction er-
ror is controlled by the number of represented species used in the
reduced description. A thorough study of the two errors for meth-
ane premixed combustion in a partially stirred reactor is per-
formed in [48]. Here we simply assess the reduction error in
reduced description by comparing against the full description.
ulent flame.

k = 1.0, re = 1.3, energy Prandtl number 0.85, turbulent Schmidt number 0.7

y coupling; second order upwind for all the quantities
weighted mixing law for thermal conductivity and viscosity; kinetic theory for

% and a hydraulic diameter of 0.0036 m; T = 300 K

lent intensity 10% and a hydraulic diameter of 0.25 m; T = 300 K
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Fig. 3. Contours of Favre mean temperature from the full and reduced descriptions with EDC and PDF, respectively.

EDC-Full EDC-Reduced          PDF-Full        PDF-Reduced

Fig. 4. Contours of Favre mean OH mass fraction from the full and reduced descriptions with EDC and PDF, respectively.
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The most important observation is that for each combustion
model, except the slight discrepancy (less than 0.5%) at the location
of x/Db = 0.26, there is no noticeable difference between the full
and reduced descriptions. This agreement is much better than
those in non-premixed methane/air laminar flame test [35], where
the reduced descriptions (with 12–16 represented species) over-
predict the peak temperature about 40–60 K. Compared to experi-
mental data, EDC significantly over-predicts the temperature and
OH fields. In contrast, the PDF model yields more accurate predic-
tions in the upstream locations. But the prediction deteriorates for
the downstream locations due to the over-prediction of turbulent
mixing. It is worth mentioning that better agreement between
simulations and experimental data have been reported in [40–
45] with more sophisticated turbulence and combustion models
such as large eddy simulation [43] or joint velocity–frequency-
composition PDF method [44]. The focus of this study is the quan-
tification of the accuracy of the reduced description compared to
the full description with the same model settings. The impact of
the turbulence model and parameters on the mixing prediction is
beyond the scope of this study.

The distribution of the unrepresented elements (treated as no-
tional species) is shown in Fig. 7. Two important observations are
as follows. The unrepresented elements are small in quantity. As
shown, the peak value of the mass fraction of the largest unrepre-
sented element (carbon) is less than 0.03, which is less than 4% of
the value of carbon at fuel inlet. Notice that the mass fraction of
methane at fuel inlet is 0.889. The unrepresented elements are local-
ized in the flame region. For all other regions, they are close to zero
since all the elements exist in the major reactants or products.
The unrepresented species in the reduced description can be
reconstructed, assuming that they are in constrained chemical
equilibrium. Fig. 8 shows the mass fraction of H2O2 from both
the full and reduced descriptions. (The species H2O2 is an unrepre-
sented species in the reduced description.) Large differences are
observed in both the magnitude and the shape. As discussed in
[47,48], there are two types of errors associated with dimension
reduction in the reduced description: the species reconstruction
error and the reaction mapping error. The species reconstruction
error is the error in reconstructing the full composition (compared
to full description) given a reduced composition before the reac-
tion step, and the reaction mapping error is the error in the reac-
tion mapping (compared to full description) obtained after the
reaction time step starting from the reconstructed composition.
Both the species reconstruction and reaction mapping errors de-
pend on the specification of represented species. It was observed
that, given a value of nrs, the set of nrs represented species that min-
imize the above two individual errors is different [47]. As far as the
accuracy of a reduced description is concerned, the primary inter-
est is to minimize the reaction mapping error. Recall that the spec-
ification of represented species in this study was based on the
minimization of the reaction mapping error of methane/air com-
bustion in a partially stirred reactor [47,48]. It is not surprising
to see a discrepancy in the reconstructed unrepresented species
with low concentrations. Actually, as found out in [47], to mini-
mize the species reconstruction error, the optimal specification of
the represented species is H2, H, O, O2, OH, CH3, CH4, CO2, CH2O,
N2, CH3OH, C2H4, C2H6. (Notice that the last three species CH3OH,
C2H4, C2H6 are replacing CO, H2O, HO2 used in this study.)



Fig. 5. Radial profiles of Favre mean temperature at different axial locations (experiment: s). The black and red lines are on top of each other; the blue and magenta lines are
on top of each other. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Radial profiles of Favre mean OH mass fraction at different axial locations (experiment: s). Black and red lines are on top of each other; blue and magenta lines are on
top of each other. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The observed discrepancy in unrepresented species also implies
that minor species are not necessarily in constrained equilibrium
(with the current specification of represented species). This is not
contradicting the picture that in a reactive flow compositions lie



Fig. 7. Contours of Favre mean mass fraction of the notional species (unrepresented elements) UC, UH and UO, respectively from the reduced description with EDC.

EDC-Full                     EDC-Reduced               

Fig. 8. Contours of Favre mean H2O2 mass fraction from the full and reduced
descriptions with EDC. In the reduced description, H2O2 is an unrepresented
species.
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on an intrinsic low-dimensional manifold due to fast chemical time
scales. Recognizing the fact that the constrained equilibrium (CE)
manifold highly depends on the selection of the represented spe-
cies, the observed discrepancy only implies the CE manifold (asso-
ciated with the current specification of represented species) is not
a good approximation to the intrinsic low-dimensional manifold.
In other words, the reconstructed unrepresented species contain
large reconstruction errors. The fact that the represented species
in this study are identical to the major species in the 13-species re-
duced mechanism [49] implies that the species reconstruction er-
ror can potentially be improved using other species reconstruction
methods like ICE-PIC [24].

As shown in the results (see Figs. 3–6), a large error in the
reconstructed unrepresented species may not necessarily have a
significant effect on the represented species of concern. This is
due to the fact that, in our reduced description, the reconstructed
full composition is only used as the initial condition to the full
set of ODEs governing the reaction fractional step. Due to the wide
range of chemical time scales, all solution trajectories from differ-
ent initial conditions quickly relax toward the intrinsic low dimen-
sional attracting manifold. Hence the effect of any inaccuracy in
the initial condition is likely to be quickly damped out during the
reaction fractional step if the unrepresented species are associated
with the fast time scales. This is the case recalling that the repre-
sented species are identical to the slow major species in the 13-
species reduced mechanism [49].

The impact of reduced description on the convergence of the
simulation is examined. It is observed that the reduced description
has no significant impact on the convergence. Starting from the
CTS solution, the convergence processes of the full and reduced
descriptions are similar. Also in the reduced description, the con-
vergence of the notional species (unrepresented elements) is sim-
ilar to those of represented species.

In this study, starting from the CTS solution the flame calcula-
tions require about 1500 iterations for EDC and 3000 iterations
for PDF to converge, respectively. Compared to the full description
with ISAT, the reduced descriptions achieve additional computa-
tional speed-up by solving fewer transport equations and faster
ISAT retrieving. In this study, with the relatively small GRI-Mech
1.2 mechanism, compared to the full description with ISAT, the re-
duced description achieves a speedup factor of 1.8 and 3.2 with
EDC and PDF, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the full
description in this study has already achieved significant speed-
up in the chemistry calculations by ISAT. The efficiency reported
here is the additional computational gain achieved by the reduced
description. The number reported is the overall speed-up of the
whole simulation, not only the chemistry calculation.
3.4. Effect of reduced description on NOx emission

In this study, to evaluate the impact of the reduced description
on NOx prediction, the full and reduced descriptions of the flame
with the EDC model are performed with GRI-Mech 3.0 [51] that
contains NOx chemistry. The calculations are performed with the
ISAT error tolerance of 2 � 10�5 and the allowed ISAT table size
of 500Mbytes. The use of smaller ISAT error tolerance in these
two simulations is to reduce the tabulation error incurred for the
NOx species. In the reduced description, in addition to H2, H, O,
O2, OH, CH3, CH4, CO2, CH2O, CO, H2O, HO2, N2, species NH3, NO,
HCN are added to the represented species. The unrepresented ele-
ments C, H, O, and N are considered as notional species denoted as
UC, UH, UO, and UN respectively. The details of the settings are the
same as listed in Table 1. Fig. 9 shows the prediction of NO from
both reduced and full descriptions. As may be seen, the reduced
description agrees well with the full description and incurs less
than 5% reduction error.



Fig. 9. Radial profiles of Favre mean NO mass fraction at different axial locations.
Solid line: full description; dashed line: reduced description.
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4. Conclusion

The reduced description with chemistry tabulation can effec-
tively reduce the computational cost of detailed chemical kinetics
in CFD. It can be implemented in a species-transport-equation-
based CFD solver or a particle-based (such as PDF methods) CFD
solver. In this study, this approach is investigated in a bluff-
body-stabilized non-premixed turbulent flame. Specifically, a re-
duced description with 13 represented species is used to perform
calculation of this flame with the EDC model and the PDF model.
To facilitate the simulations with detailed chemical kinetics, an
efficient initialization procedure by the CTS model is demonstrated
to generate realistic initial solutions.

The results show that, for each combustion model, the reduced
description with 13 represented species agrees well with the full
description. Except for the slight discrepancy (less than 0.5%) at
one upper-stream location, there is no noticeable difference be-
tween the full and reduced descriptions. With the relatively small
GRI-Mech 1.2 mechanism, compared to the full description with
ISAT, the reduced description achieves a speedup factor of 1.8
and 3.2 with EDC and PDF, respectively. The study also shows that
the reduced description has no impact on the convergence of sim-
ulations. The convergence of the notional species (unrepresented
elements) is similar to those of represented species.

The simulations also show that EDC predicts a thinner flame
with a higher flame temperature than PDF. Compared to experi-
mental data, EDC significantly over-predicts the temperature and
OH fields. In contrast, the PDF model yields more accurate predic-
tions in the upstream locations. But the prediction deteriorates for
the downstream locations due to the over-prediction of turbulent
mixing with the selected turbulence model and parameters.

The impact of the reduced description on NOx emission is stud-
ied by performing the full and reduced descriptions of the flame
with GRI-Mech 3.0. The study shows that a reduced description
(with a total 16 represented species including the three NO, NH3,
HCN nitrogen-containing species) agrees well with the full descrip-
tion and incurs less than 5% error in NO prediction.
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